Safe Locations for Australia

Waking Dreams in Brief
Waking Dreams (WD) are the same process as sleep dreams: over-soul communicating our lifeneeds to us on a 24/7 basis. The huge advantage of WD’s is that we have the full use of our
mental faculties while dreaming. Another big advantage of WD’s is that they allow people who do
not remember their dreams, to access this spiritual guidance. Dreams in our waking state take a
different form compared to that of sleep dreams: virtually any external event we see or hear can
carry an important message for us. The main skill is to learn to recognize a WD, which is placidly
observing your life and watching for a particular event, sight or sound that is both timed exactly for
our thoughts or considerations and a popping out of the texture of our daily living. Wds are also
interactive, so people can request a set of circumstances for answers to our questions and needs.

Australia in brief
Australia will be reduced to about 25% of it’s current landmass during the Pole-Shift. The Aus
government will rule for at least 40 years. Isolation from any government agency is recommended
to maintain your freedom. Survivor migrants will be the big killer for Aussies, especially in the
north. Australia’s weather will become uniformly hot and humid in the After-Time. Aussies are to
avoid government survivor camps like the plague, literally. The Aus military and police will be like
wasps stinging the remaining population, stay low and hidden. There will be no reliable and
helpful support from the government, so don’t believe the propaganda. Stock up on 3 years of
food and supplies. Be strictly clean in all that you do and only eat and drink what you prepare.
Seek only those of like mind to co-habitate with.

Australia in 2025
-Map indicates the
extreme loss of land
mass in Western 2/3
of the continent.
-Western Australia will
be under several
hundred feet of water
being pushed down
during the Pole-Shift.
-Red line is the new
30° south latitude and
it’s direction also
indicates the new
permanent 90° reorientation of Earth’s
crust.
-Australia remains in
the southern hemisphere and at a
similar latitude.

Australia’s Population & Danger Zone
-The population of Australia is
24.13 million as of 2016.
-Western Australia has about 453
thousand people residing there.
-The red square represents the
fatal zone of western Australia –
more information to be presented
later in this document on this.
-The population of the western
2/3rd’s of Australia will need to
move to eastern Australia, to
Tasmania or New Zealand by
2022.
-For those wishing to stay in Aus
for the Pole-Shift, a move to the
Great Dividing Range, otherwise
known as the Eastern Highlands
or (east of) the Great Divide, is
required and is essential for
survival.

Indo-Australian Plate
- To the left, is a Wikipedia image
depicting how Human science
understands the “Indo-Australian
continental plate.
- Notice that the plate that
supports India and Australia’s
land form is divided into two
designated sub-plates, obviously
named: the Indian Plate and the
Australian Plate.
- Suggested by default in the
image, and commonly known by
scientists who study plate
tectonics, is the fact that there is
a join between the two “subplates”. Also suggested, and this
is very important to absorb and
understand, is that the IndoAustralian plate “could” be
believed to potentially bend at the
junction during the Pole-Shift, but
this is FALSE: the IndoAustralian continental plate will
move as one unit.

Australia

- This is a laterally-compressed approximation of Australia’s profile (Carnarvon through to
Brisbane), in other words: It is not to scale. The purpose of this illustration is to present
Australia’s land form and sub-continent in a simple manner so that the observer can receive the
critical message I am conveying in this video.
- The small blue section east of Alice Springs is only there to show that the continent is below sea
level in that area, consequently this is the weakest point in Australia’s land form.
- Westward, under the Indian ocean, Australia is connected to India’s land form/sub-continent via
the “Indo-Australian” continental plate.
- To the East, Australia’s continental plate runs over the top portion of New Zealand’s south island
and claims the North island entirely.

Australia

- Image above is not to scale, it is for demonstration purposes only. This drawing only illustrates
the scale of the effects that the Pole-Shift (PS) will have on Australia’s land form. During the PS,
western Australia over the course of an hour, is slowly but permanently plunged under the Indian
ocean never to be seen again. Beware: it is impossible to “ride out” this event in any kind of a sea
craft.
- The reshaping of Australia is very dramatic across the board and will result in New South Wales
and Victoria getting a 125 foot boost in land elevation, whereas the sea elevation for Queensland
just after the PS will be much the same. Notice that the drawing shows the Tasman sea as more
shallow, this represents the lift that eastern Australia will experience.

Australia’s Folding Zone
-The red line is my
projected continental foldzone that follows the valley
bottoms through Australia’s
Great Artesian basin to the
south coast.
-Australia’s north/south fold
is from “Carpentaria” at the
gulf, through “Julia Creek”
east of “Mount Isa”
(zetatalk), arching westward
from “Winton”, passing
“Birdsville” to the east,
passing through “Marree”
and following west of the
high ridges to the east to
“Port Augusta” at Spencer
Gulf.
-The fold happens early
during the PS and will not
be a clean line. It’s
recommended to be at
least 50 miles (east) from
the fold-line.

Australia Safe Locations
-This map is extremely large, for the PDF version of this
document, click on it to download the large version which can
be zoomed-into for land form, river and road/travel routes
detail. This is important for pole-shift survival location planning.
This map is available for download under the “SHOW MORE”
link just under the video as seen on Youtube, otherwise, here is
the link to the map:
survivingthepoleshift.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/australiaraw-2-notated.jpg (just add the https:// in front of the URL)
This map is also linked for download within the PDF file of this
video document that will also be within the “SHOW MORE” link.
-Some map interpretation: The dark blue represents land
permanently lost to the Pole-Melt. The red portion is the
approximate level that the Pole-Shift (PS) waves will wash-up
to. Therefore, the remaining land form (standard map colours)
are relatively viable areas for essential safety against the sea
during the PS. I red-X’d some areas so that all Aussies will
understand that these are un-survivable. Upon scrutiny, I found
that the area of the red circle is potentially survivable. Although
it is situated on the portion of the Aus continent that is sinking,
there is enough elevation there making it possible to be above
the waves in the After-Time (AT), still, two things are suggested:
one is, that those considering this area for survival should
locate as high as possible, and two, those Aussies considering
this area should use signs, omens and waking dreams as a
guide fore their decision to locate there.

-

After-Time
Weather
-Weather for Australia (Aus.) in
the After-Time (AT) will be
tropical, as in “zone 1” in the
north presently. In the AT, Aus.
will occupy between the 12° to
the 21° south latitude (aprox.)
The prevailing winds are
shown by the red arrow, a new
direction for Australia (Aus.),
but this direction is normal for
global wind currents which
essentially return to normal
within weeks of the Pole-Shift
(PS).
-However, since Aus. will be reoriented during the PS with it’s
land form laying equally
exposed along the equator at a
similar latitude and longitude
as before the PS, weather in
Aus. will be more uniformly
tropical but wetter in the
current south and slightly drier
to the current east.

After-Time Migration
NOTE: “current” means the old
Australia (Aus.), as opposed to the
After-Time (AT) which is depicted
in the image to the left.
- After-Time PS-survivor migrants
will be arriving by boat within about
2 to 3 years in the current
northern Aus. soon after the PS.
- Aggressive and hungry, they will
be a problem for the current
northern Aus. Inhabitants. Only a
small percentage of these migrants
will trickle to the current south of
Aus.
-Another problem with the north in
the AT, will be the disease that the
migrants will bring to the island of
Aus., so if you live in the current
north, strictly avoid contact and
stay remote and hidden for at least
3 years.

Australia - NZ Survival Notes
- Some of the highest mountain peaks in Western Australia may be above the waves
after the Pole-Shift (PS), but during the PS, the ocean will be under such
unimaginable turmoil that it will wash-over these mountains during the PS, therefore
there is no zone in Western Australia that can be recommended as a safe location.
-There are no volcanoes to the new southeast in the After-Time (AT), so direct
volcanic ash fall-out is avoided for the whole of Australia.
-According to ZetaTalk, Victoria/New South Whales (centered on “Melbourne”) gains
125 feet of elevation pre pole-melt (PM), whereas Queensland (centered on
“Longreach”) gains only 100 feet of elevation pre pole-melt. The latter is possibly
important if one is planning to locate as close to the sea as possible or is hoping to reacquire their land after the PS and the PM.
The “aborigines” of Australia call nibiru the rainbow serpent.
-Cell phone and internet communication is being monitored by your governments and
old land line telephone circuits and HAM and citizens band radio are/will be monitored
to a slightly less extent. Therefore only exchange survival information between parties
(location, supplies, etc) via paper mail or in person.
-Typhoid is contracted by eating or drinking
unclean infected food or water. Diagnosis –
fever & blood in urine. Incubation 8–14 days
to 30 days. Prevention: Cleanliness, avoid
untreated water. Treatment: eating raw garlic.

Population Control
- The various Australian military forces, along
with state and territory police forces will be
controlling the remaining population in the
After-Time for at least the first 40 years.
- They will diminish in numbers within the
first 10 years or so, but the theme is a high
bar of monitoring and controlling movement
and public detention for those first 4
decades.
-Survivor-migrants carrying disease from the
Island nations to the current north will be
highly-controlled hopefully limiting the spread
of Cholera and the Bubonic Plague. Anyone
who associates with the migrants is likely to
spread a communicable disease to family
members killing them all.
-The Military and Police are not to be trusted.
-Settling in a remote-as-possible safe
location for the PS location is highlyrecommended.
- The only beneficial off-set could be that
those survivors situated in known areas may
find better law and order. However, It is
possible to locate where there will be little to
no interference by the military and police.

Australia’s Re-orientation
- - This image shows the
approximate Location of
Australia after the PoleShift: it is pulled into the
Pacific Ocean while riding
on the Indo-Australian
plate for about 6,000 miles.
- The Atlantic ocean
dramatically widens, while
the Pacific Ocean
dramatically shortens: this
re-orients all of Earth’s
continental land forms in
relation to one another.
- This re-orientation
amazingly takes place
within about one hour.
- In the next frame, I’ll
show the locations of the
last 6 Pole-Shifts. This is
important to see in order to
understand why such a
dramatic movement of the
continents of the world are
taking place this Pole-Shift.

Pole-Shift Intensity
- #6 – 21,300 years ago.
#5 – 17,750 years ago.
#4 – 14, 200 years ago.
#3 – 10, 650 years ago.
#2 – 7,100 years ago.
#1 – 3,550 years ago.
- The above figures are the last
approximate date-years of Earth’s
6 prior Pole-Shifts.
- Each passage of Planet X (PX)
varies in it’s closeness to Earth.
This happens because of the many
force-influences on the corpus of
PX as it traverses interstellar
space prior to it’s entrance to our
solar system.
- During this pass, PX passes
closer to Earth than it has in the
past many PS events. The closer
the pass-by of PX, the more
severe the PS adjustment of Earth.
°
- The 80 to 90° of reorientation of
Earth’s poles during the next PS
(projected by ZetaTalk) is due to
it’s 15 million mile perigee to Earth.

Nearby Islands – New Guinea
-The island of New Guinea, the Bismark Archipelago (New Britain & New Ireland), Tasmania and
most of northern New Zealand (covered later in this video) are supported by the rising IndoAustralian continental plate during the PS. However, they still lose sea elevation in the After-Time
due to the Pole-Melt, of course, but in the main survive the PS.
-Although the island of New Guinea will be some of the warmest of all the Pacific Islands in the
After-Time, they are not recommended as a survival location because of the massive numbers
of survivor-migrants bearing diseases from Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines.

Nearby Islands – Tasmania
- Geologically, Tasmania does well in
the After-Time (AT), it rises with
Australia’s (Aus) upward tilt, initially
gaining an amazing 1000 feet in
elevation, but the Pole-Melt (PM) by
2025, reduces that gain to a
permanent elevation above the current
sea level of about 339 feet.
-Tasmania is a fairly good option for
Australian’s looking to have a little
more freedom in the After-Time, but
know that Aus government forces will
be patrolling this island in the AT which
is the reason “Tassie” is a 5/10 for a
survival location free of government
inference.
-As a more isolated island, it will
benefit from a lack of survivor-migrants
that will be surging to the northern
shores of Aus.
-Ultimately, Tasmania, although a
moderately good option, is not as good
as the two-island set of New Zealand,
which I will cover in the later stages of
this video. New Zealand is a much
better survival option for Aussie’s.

Safe Locations for New Zealand
- New Zealand is a fabulous safe
location for several reasons
which will be explained in the
balance of this video.
-It’s land mass has been formed
over approx. 65 Million years,
yet both islands have prevailed
and have maintained their sea
elevation over thousands of
Pole-Shifts.
- Although the North Island (Te
Ika a Maui) is situated on the
Pacific Oceanic Plate and most
of the South Island (Te Wai
Pounamu) is apparently on the
Indo-Australian Plate, while
separated by the Cook Strait and
considering the dynamics of the
plate tectonics between the two,
it’s existence in the South Pacific
is a testament to it’s geological
strength.

New Zealand Population Density
- As of June 2017, NZ has a total population of
about 4.8 Million souls.
- The map on the left reflects the density of NZ
citizen locations. The point here is to give the
viewer an idea as to the most remote locations for
survival community setup.
- In NZ, survival community invisibility from the
government is not as critical as it is in Australia:
this is one of the reasons that makes NZ more
desirable as a safe location against the Pole-Shift
(PS).
- NZ is also much farther from the devastated
south pacific nation of Malaysia, and the nearby
island nations of the Philippines, Indonesia, Papua
New Guinea and the Bismark Archipelagos, and
as such, will escape the massive migration of
survivor migrants carrying the diseases of the
After-Time (AT): Cholera, Bubonic plague, Typhoid
and AIDS.
- Regardless, extreme prudence is recommended
against mixing with random individuals unless
reassured by a waking dream or a severely
quarantined situation.

New Zealand Continental support
- I compiled this map to indicate
the surprizing support that both
islands have as a whole.
- The red line is the conventional
human science opinion of the
continental fault line between the
Indo-Australian continental plate
and the eastern Pacific Oceanic
Plate.
- However, the Zetas of ZT
declare that the true continental
fault line lies to the east of NZ,
which explains why the two main
islands of NZ still exist above the
waves after 65 Million years.
- The light-blue line outlines the
under-sea land that will actually
rise approx. 500 + feet during the
PS. Recall, that the Pole-Melt
(PM) will reclaim about 661 feet
of sea elevation in the near AfterTime (AT).

New Zealand Continental support
- Here is another view of NZ taken from
Wikipedia.org. Realize that this is the
conventional human science showing the
obvious buoyancy of the under-sea shelf
to the east of NZ. The latter establishes
the positive NZ survival factors against
the Pole-Shift in the minds of left-brain
thinkers (factual, human-data thinkers and
the imaginatively challenged).
- NZ assumed it’s current land form less
than 5 million years ago, but 65 million
years ago, NZ is called Zealandia by Geo
scientists, which ancient landform you can
see outlined in the map with light red.
- Even though NZ does have slip-slide
fault line movement along the major fault
line that passes over the north part of the
South Island, which then crosses Cook
Strait eastward, and then runs northward
east of the North Island, and
paradoxically that part of ancient
Zealandia that is undersea to the east, will
be supported during the PS. Expect, of
course, that the current, identified fault
lines to MOVE and separate during the
PS.

New Zealand PS survival map
- This map is linked to a very large on-line
original which can be zoomed-into for detailed
examination of the NZ land form to determine
safe locations for the PS. To wit, a PDF version
of the slideshow used in the video will have a
link embedded in the map to the left to open the
very large on-line version. Also, a link will be
provided in the “SHOW MORE” link just under
the video on my Youtube channel for direct
download.
- NZ will be on the new Equator in the AfterTime, here seen is the new Equator and the
approximate prevailing wind directions (dark
blue arrows).
- The red zones around the coast are danger
areas against the Pole-Shift waves. On the
North Island, there are three red zones
indicating the volcanic zones which will burp ash
towards the northwest. Volcanic action is likely
to be much less than other areas in the “Pacific
Ring of Fire” as NZ will be lifted UP during the
PS lessening the magma pressure underneath
the North Island’s volcanoes.
- The black and red-surrounded lines in the
South Island show the worst of the slip-slide
fault line activity during the PS.

New Zealand fault lines North Isl.
- I’ve included this image of the north island
fault lines so the viewer can plot their
survival location. All these lines are
considered active and will move during the
PS.
- click on the PDF version of this video to
download the map.

Chatham & Stewart Islands
- First, the Chatham Islands
(not shown) are hardly
survivable for the PS,
however, there is a high-point
of about 900 feet, which, in
an extreme pinch for the 600
residents, may well serve as
a refuge.
- Stewart Island (left) is good
for survival, unfortunately the
town of Oban and it’s local
roadways are too low to
escape the PS waves (red
areas) and the ensuing PoleMelt which is shown in the
dark blue in the map to the
left. Still, if any Aussie’s or
New Zealanders wish to have
a safe location with excellent
isolation from the After-Time
survivor-hoards, this Island
will fit the bill. In the PDF
version of this slide show I
have linked the image to the
left to the main image/map of
NZ where you can zoom
down for better Stewart Island
detail.

Quarantine all Newcomers

All newcomers arriving at your survival location site must be absolutely quarantined or totally
rejected against co-habitation. This also means, if you are expecting any arrivals, you will need to
set up a quarantine hut beforehand. A relative Isolation period (animals kept away entirely) is
recommended to prevent any infection with a communicable disease.
- How to recognize a Cholera infection: Nausea, vomiting and
Diarrhea. Inexpensive dipstick tests to confirm the disease are now
available. Incubation period: a few hours to 5 days, usually 2–3 days.
- The disease must be treated as soon as possible, death can come
within hours. Mild cases do not require anti-biotics. Treatment is with
hydration with boiled water and oral re-hydration salts, which are also
easily available.
- How to recognize Bubonic Plague: Enlarged, painful and tender
lymph nodes called buboes. Accompanying symptoms are flu-like
symptoms: fever, chills, headaches, and weakness.
Prevention: cleanliness in all aspects of living: personal, food
storage/prep, the works. Quarantine/incubation period 1 – 6 days.
- Treatment is best done within 24 hours by anti-biotics: ciprofloxacin
(Cipro, Proquin XR), streptomycin, gentamicin (Garamycin), and
doxycycline (Vibramycin, Oracea, Adoxa, Atridox).
- HIV has no known easily available over-the-counter
treatment, therefore it is obvious that sexual contact with
others of unknown origin be absolutely avoided.

